
6. Discussion & Implications

• There is a significant relationship between wounding
in bachelor groups and overnight housing practices,
but it must be contextualized to demographic factors
such as age and social history.

• In groups that have been together as a social unit for
longer (6+ years), total wounding is lower for groups
that are separated overnight while wounding is higher
in groups that are housed together overnight (Fig. 1).

• For groups introduced at previous facilities, wounding
is lower in groups that are separated overnight.

• Among groups that are housed together overnight,
groups that were introduced at their current facility
had lower rates of wounding than groups who were
introduced either at previous facilities or had
originated in mixed-sex family groups together (Fig.
2).

• Older individuals (mature silverbacks 18+ years of age)
received significantly more wounds than younger
individuals (young silverbacks, blackbacks, and
subadults under 18 years of age) if and only if groups
are kept together overnight. (Fig. 3).

• It is likely that overnight housing will be an increasing
factor in wounding rate the longer that a social unit
remains intact and the older group members become.

• In partnership with group behavioral assessments, we
recommend that groups with long (6+ years) social
histories or primarily adult (14+ years) members be
separated overnight should housing facilities allow for
separation.

Distributed surveys covered a broad range of topics including
demographics and histories for both groups and individuals,
management practices surrounding training, feeding and
housing, wounding, and facility design.

We divided the compiled data into a set for social groups and a
set for individuals. In addition to separating individuals by age,
we also subcategorized them as “young” (<18 yrs) and “old”
(>18 yrs) to allow for more in-depth analysis of age factors.

We ran a set of two-way ANOVA models to examine variation in
wounding by group duration, introduction history, and
individual age within the context of overnight housing practices.

4. Data Collection and Analyses

2. Objectives of the Study

• Evaluate the impact of overnight housing practices on
wounding rates

• Assess which group and individual factors contribute to
wounding frequency

3. Subjects

We collected survey data from 19 organizations totaling
representation of 59 individual gorillas and 21 social groups.

5. Results 1. Background

Many initial and continuing concerns within the management
of bachelor groups in human care focus on the potential for
elevated aggression and wounding. Despite the inherent
challenges of maintaining bachelor units over long periods and
concerns over aggression and wounding, bachelor units have
emerged as stable housing solutions. Repeated studies have
demonstrated that age (particularly presence of young
silverbacks), not group type, is a significant influencing factor on
wounding rate in zoo-managed gorillas [1,2]. However, continued
investigations into factors which may exacerbate or mitigate
wounding are vital for continued management improvement.
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• Group-Level Results
• There was a significant relationship between group

duration, overnight housing, and wounding
(F=4.84, df=3,17, p=0.013) (Fig. 1).

• There was a significant relationship between
introduction history, overnight housing, and
wounding (F=3.51, df=3,17, p=0.038) (Fig. 2).

• Individual Results
• There was a significant relationship between

individual age, overnight housing, and wounding
(F=1.90, df=31,28, p=0.045).

• For individuals housed together overnight, there
was significant variation in wounding depending
on whether individuals are “old” or “young”
(F=5.29, df=1,28, p=0.029) (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1: Interaction of Group Duration and Overnight Housing Practices in 
the Context of Average Wounding Rate

Fig. 3: Wounding in Young versus Old Individuals when Separated 
Overnight and Housed Together Overnight

Fig. 2: Interaction of Group Introductions and Overnight Housing 
Practices in the Context of Total Group Wounding


